
Hiring the Right Team 
This a worksheet with a few great questions for hiring the right team. Use these in your 
interview process and remember that hiring the right person isn’t just about the skill set. Don’t 
hire solely based on skill! Make sure you take into account the personalities of those you are 
hiring. You can always teach skills, but personality - not so much. 


Along with the questions I am including a guide for you to interpret what the answers may 
mean and what kind of personality your potential employees may be bringing with them. If you 
feel like you aren’t getting deep enough with the initial question, ask them, “Why is that 
important to you?” Make sure you listen for the key items I list on here. 


1 - working in a team environment within your healthcare practice is super important in the 
overall success of your practice. As I mention in the book, you need to consider how people 
work within a team. If they are lone wolves, they may not be the best fit in roles like customer 
service/front office staff and office administrators. Insurance verifiers or billers are typically 
people who thrive in the lone wolf role. 


	 Question: What about working in a team environment is important to you?

	 

	 Answer: listen for words that might suggest the person you are interviewing is a lone 	 	
	 wolf. They may use words or phrases like, the right way to do it; my method; my 		 	
	 process. This would potentially indicate they prefer their way versus the opinion of        	 	
	 others. This can make giving them feedback difficult. 


2 - when it comes to problem solving you want to take the time to ask how the person you are 
interviewing takes steps towards solving issues when they arise. These could be issues within 
the team or with a client/patient. Your office administrator or manager typically needs to have a 
resolution mindset. If not, you will be involved in all the conflict resolutions and if you are a 
conflict avoidant person, nothing will ever get solved and you run the risk of losing raving fans 
and valuable employees.


	 Question: How would do you typically approach problems within the team or with 	 	
	 clients/ patients?


	 Answer: listen for words or phrases that would suggest how people tackle problems. 	 	
	 Are they conflict avoidant or do they go after the problem seeking resolution. Conflict 	 	
	 avoidant people will use phrases like avoid; I don’t want; I would want to prevent 	 	
	 conflict. Conflict resolution people are going to use terminology along the lines of 	 	
	 achieve; gain; 	I want; find the solution; fix it.


3 - creative people versus “do-ers.” I mention in the book that (typically) your creative people 
are not always the best at turning their creativity into an active process and the people who can 
come up with a process of getting things done are not (typically) the ones who will come up 
with new ideas to implement. Ask yourself what is important for the role in which you are hiring. 
Does this particular role need someone creative that can come up with new ideas or ways of 
doing things better? Or is this a role for a more systematic person who needs a method to 
follow. If you put the creative person in a role that involves tasks and processes they will be 
extremely bored and often times not productive. If you put the procedure/method based 
person in a role where they are to come up with new ideas, you will be disappointed. Your 
sales and customer service types of individuals are typically these out going creative people. 
Your back office, non people facing individuals are usually the process based kind.




	 Question: What did you like about your last position?


	 Answer: Listen for words or phrases that would tell you about what they were 	 	 	
	 responsible for and if it motivated them. Ask them to elaborate by asking, “Why is that 	 	
	 important to you?” Creative people may use terminology like: options, the freedom to 	 	
	 come up with, new ways, different or change, unique or better ways of. 

	 The processes person will use terminology such as: same schedule, I had a system in 	 	
	 place, I was able to maintain.


4 - Lastly, let’s talk about proactive versus reactive people. I also mentioned these 2 types in 
the book. Proactive people are the ones that get shit done. Reactive people are the ones that 
need to be told what to get done. This will be a key personality trait for those who are your 
MAs. It could also cause a little friction if you as the provider are the proactive type and you 
hire an MA that is also proactive. You may not always agree on the best way to get it done. The 
proactive person may want to “go for it” or “make it happen” while the reactive person wants 
to think about it first or take direction from you as the provider. 


	 Question: How do you approach your day to day work load? Again, you will want to dig 		
	 a little here and listen for the key terminology. 


	 Answers: Proactive people will say things like: I come in and get after it; I go after 	 	
	 whatever needs to be done; whatever it takes to make it happen. Reactive people will 	 	
	 say: it depends on how you want it done; I like to consider; I prefer to think about.


These four questions are not nearly as important as you listening to the answers. This will help 
you determine the personalities of the people you hire and if that personality is what you need 
for each individual role, which only you know. Find people with personalities that will 
compliment each other and the role they are in and thus be able to work together to build a 
powerful team that understands each other’s strengths. Problems occur not when the skill set 
is lacking but people with different personality traits are stuck in the wrong roles.
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